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3. Black Hole Thermodynamics and Hawking Radiation

During the 1960’s and 1970’s many fascinating aspects of classical black hole physics

were studied. One of the main results of these investigations was a set of laws of black hole

mechanics which have a striking analogy with the laws of thermodynamics, as indicated

below.

Thermodynamics Black Hole Mechanics

Zeroth Law The temperature T is The surface gravity κ is

uniform over a body in is constant over the horizon.

thermal equilibrium.

First Law TdS = dE + PdV − ΩdJ κdA = 8π(dM − ΩdJ)

Second law ∆S ≥ 0 ∆A ≥ 0

The second law of black hole mechanics relates the change in the surface area of the

horizon, A, for a black hole with angular velocity Ω to the changes in the mass and angular

momentum and is very similar in form to the second law of thermodynamics as applied to

rotating systems. In the above κ is the surface gravity, which can be defined intuitively,

for a static black hole, as the limiting force which would have to be exerted at infinity to

keep an object stationary at the horizon. The third law of thermodynamics that S→0 as

T→0, is a statement about the degeneracy of the ground state of the system and need not

hold for systems with highly degenerate ground states.

Hawking’s remarkable discovery in 1974 that black holes radiate at a temperature

T = κ/2π greatly strengthened this analogy, and made it seem very likely that the laws

of black hole physics are the laws of thermodynamics as applied to black holes. This

point of view has been further strengthened by all subsequent investigations. For example

Bekenstein’s generalized second law [14], which states that the total entropy (defined as

S + 1
4A for black hole spacetimes) always increases, has been verified for processes such as

lowering a box of radiation into a black hole. An excellent recent review can be found in

[15].

This beautiful connection between gravity, quantum mechanics and thermodynamics

is very satisfying, but also raises a number of disturbing puzzles which must be resolved

before we have a full understanding of this connection.
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’70: Striking analogy:

1976  Black holes emit Hawking radiation 

Black holes have an entropy proportional to the area of the 
horizon 

                                      

The microscopic degrees of freedom that give rise to the 
entropy are not visible in the classical theory. 

1 Introduction

The analysis of black hole solutions and the study of their physics is an active and important

branch of contemporary theoretical physics. In fact, not only black holes are an excellent

theoretical laboratory for understanding some features of quantum gravity, but they can also

be successfully used as a tool in applications to nuclear physics, condensed matter, algebraic

geometry and atomic physics. For this reason, black holes are considered the “Hydrogen

atom” of quantum gravity [1] or the “harmonic oscillator of the 21st century” [2].

The existence of black holes seems to be an unavoidable consequence of General Rela-

tivity (GR) and of its extensions (like supergravity). Classically, the horizon of black holes

protects the physics in the outer region from what happens in the vicinity of singular field

configurations that can arise in GR from smooth initial data. However, already at the semi-

classical level, black holes emit particles with a thermal spectrum [3, 4]. A thermodynamic

behaviour can also be associated to black holes from the laws governing their mechanics [5]

and, in particular, one can associate to a black hole an entropy S proportional to the area

A of its event horizon (measured in Planck units l2P = G�/c3)

S =
kB
l2P

A

4
. (1.1)

In most physical systems the thermodynamic entropy has a statistical interpretation in

terms of counting microscopic configurations with the same macroscopic properties, and in

most cases this counting requires an understanding of the quantum degrees of freedom of the

system. The identification of the degrees of freedom that the Bekenstein–Hawking entropy is

counting is a long-standing puzzle that motivated much theoretical work of the last few years.

String Theory, being a theory of quantum gravity, should be able to provide a microscopic

description of black holes and hence justify Bekenstein–Hawking’s formula. By now we

have strong indications and many different and compelling examples where String Theory

successfully accomplishes this goal, although often simplifying assumptions are made so that

the configurations which are considered are not very realistic. In particular, black holes are

non-perturbative objects and only for special classes of solutions (mainly supersymmetric)

string theory at weak coupling can reproduce the correct answer
1
[7, 8, 9]. However, there is

now a growing evidence that also for non-zero coupling we can identify candidate microstate

geometries, whose quantization may eventually yield an entropy that has the same parametric

dependence on the charges as that of supersymmetric black holes [10, 11, 12, 13].

In the last few years a lot of progress has been made in understanding the physics of

extremal non-supersymmetric solutions and of their candidate microstates. The aim of these

1Recently there has been also a lot of progress in understanding the nature of the entropy for Kerr black
holes and close to extremal examples of this sort can be realized in nature [6].
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“The Hydrogen Atom 
of Quantum Gravity”, 
(J. Maldacena 1996)

“BH’s are the Harmonic Oscillator of the 21st Century” 
(A. Strominger, 2009)

“The dark side of  String Theory” (G. Horowitz, Trieste 1992)



Punchline:

1)Super-Gedanken Black Holes behave very similarly to 
Gedanken Black Holes 

2)Both arise as solutions of first order flow equations

3)Their masses and entropies can be determined on the basis 
of symmetries alone

“Gedanken Black Holes” (B. Coppi, Dubna 2011)



String theory, as a quantum theory of gravity, provides a microscopic 
quantum description of the thermodynamic properties of some     

extremal  charged black holes

The description uses properties of some string theory solitons called 

D-branes

(extended membranes of various spacetime dimensions
when wrapped around the compact extra dimensions 

they look like charged particles)            



and this gives an expression of the temperature in terms of the geometric quantities defining

the black hole horizons.

Having now a thermodynamic system for which we defined the energy (given by the mass

of the black hole M) and a temperature T , it is natural to define a (Bekenstein–Hawking)

entropy SBH , such that, for fixed charges, one fulfills the thermodynamic relation

dSBH

dM
=

1

T
. (2.22)

In the case at hand, namely the Reissner–Nordström black hole, integration of the previous

equation leads to

SBH = π r2+ = π
�
M +

�
M2 − (P 2 +Q2)

�2
. (2.23)

The dependence of the entropy on the mass and charge of the black hole is summarized by

the geometric quantity r+, the horizon radius, which can be translated to the horizon area,

leading to the famous relation

SBH =
A

4
, (2.24)

which is also valid for other configurations at the two-derivatives level. This is a remarkable

relation between the thermodynamic properties of a black hole on the one hand and its

geometric properties on the other and it is a cornerstone for our understanding of any theory

of quantum gravity. In fact, if we believe that SBH has the meaning of a real entropy, although

such a quantity is usually defined in terms of global properties of the system, it contains non

trivial information about the microscopic structure of the theory via Boltzmann’s relation

S = logΩ, (2.25)

where Ω is the total number of microstates of the system for a given energy and fixed total

charges. In detail, the entropy contains information about the total number of microscopic

degrees of freedom of the system and in our case a microscopic theory of gravity should

explain the black hole entropy in terms of the quantum numbers defining the solution:

SBH = logΩ(M,Q, P ). (2.26)

Explaining this formula is actually one of the biggest problems in theoretical physics. Given

(2.24) relating the entropy of a black hole to its horizon area, we can actually see that the

typical number of microstates forming a black hole is humongous. For instance, the black

hole at the centre of our galaxy (Sgr A
∗
) is estimated to have a radius of about r+ ∼ 7·109 Km

[14], leading to an estimate of SBH ∼ 10
100

, and this is just the logarithm of the number of

states defining the black hole! If, on the other hand, we think about a generic black hole
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goal: explain this formula, identify the microstates

 Are they the fundamental degrees of freedom of quantum gravity?

In very simple situations String Theory has correctly given the 
microscopic description of the BH entropy

strominger and vafa 1996

Sgr A� : r+ ∼ 7 · 109 Km SBH ∼ 10100!!!



Black Holes in  Gravity

String/M-theory             Einstein-Maxwell Supergravity +Scalar fields 

                                               
                                                         
       

                             
                         

Solutions in classical limit: p-branes, domain walls,...
                                                p=0 : black holes 

•Schwarzschild        M                        mass
•Kerr                         J            angular momentum
•R.N.                      Q= (p,q)         e-m charges

=⇒

d,N : {gµν , AΛ
µ ,φ

i} G/H

d spacetime dimensions, N supersymmetries

many scalars: sigma model on G/H
G: group of Type E7, H m.c.s.

lectures is to provide an elementary and self-contained introduction to supergravity black

holes, describing in detail the techniques that allow to construct full extremal solutions and

to discuss their physical properties. We will especially focus on the peculiar role of scalar

fields in supergravity models and on the flow equations driving them to the attractor point

provided by the black hole horizon. We will also discuss the multicentre solutions and the

role of duality transformations in establishing the classes of independent solutions.

2 Black holes and extremality

In this section we will review some general properties of black holes and discuss the concept

of extremality, both in the context of geometrical and of thermodynamical properties of the

solutions.

We will be interested in charged black hole configurations, so our starting point is the

Einstein–Maxwell action in 4 dimensions, with Lagrangian density given by

e−1L = R− 1

4
FµνF

µν . (2.1)

For the sake of simplicity we will look for static, spherically symmetric and charged solutions.

This means that the line element describing the metric should be of the form

ds2 = −e2U(r)dt2 + e−2U(r)dr2 + r2dΩ2, (2.2)

where dΩ2 = dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2 is the line element of a two-sphere and U is the warp factor,

which depends only on the radial variable in order to respect spherical symmetry. For the

same reason, the 2-form associated to the Maxwell field Fµν should be of the form

F = P sin θ dθ ∧ dφ+Qdt ∧ dr

r2
, (2.3)

so that, by integrating over a sphere, one gets the electric and magnetic charge of the

configuration:
1

4π

�

S2

F = P ,
1

4π

�

S2

�F = Q. (2.4)

By solving the equations of motion derived from (2.1) we obtain the following expression for

the warp factor

e2U(r) = 1− 2M

r
+

P 2 +Q2

r2
, (2.5)

which is the appropriate one for a Reissner–Nordström black hole and reduces to the one by

Schwarzschild for P = Q = 0.
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Scalars live on G/H, charges are in fundamental representation of G

G global symmetry, H local symmetry:  “classical’’ e-m duality, 
exchanges eqs of motion and Bianchi identities gaillard&zumino

in full quantum theory charges are quantized and the duality is broken to 
discrete subgroup      G(Z)=U-duality

N=8:    d=4                                      d=5

N=2: Special geometry or very special, defined by cubic F(X)

can be lifted to 5d
       

Symmetric Spaces G/H  in Sugra

E7(7)

SU(8)

E6(6)

USp(8)

F (X) =
1

3!
dijk

XiXjXk

X0

 Hull&townsend 



cubic geometries

G/H

symmetric
spaces

Special Geometries

cremmer, van proeyen 
1985

de wit,vanderseypen, 
van proeyen 1993



Reissner-Nordstrom

(Extremal:                                                     )

BPS (Bogomolny-Prasad-Sommerfeld) states: 
           preserve a certain fraction of  N             
                     
                 BPS bound  

BH’s  properties dictated by geometry:        bekenstein-hawking

Thermodynamics:  T, S                               

 Dynamics: Attractor Mechanism  ferrara-kallosh 1995

M ≥ |Q|

SBH = kB

l
2
P

1
4AH = πVBH(φi

H
; p, q)

c = 2ST =
1

2
(r+ − r−) → 0

ds2 = −(1− 2M

r
+

Q2

r2
)dt2 + (1− 2M

r
+

Q2

r2
)−1dr2 ++r2dΩ2

r± = M ± (M2 −Q2)1/2
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T=0 but nonzero S,
stable, 1 horizon

stable  ground states

S2 = S S · Q|BPS state >= 0



A) Bottom Up:  

start from string/M-theory or lower d compactification:           
work with an effective supergravity theory 
  
take specific geometry of spacetime, ansatz for various fields 

solve equations of motion  (by harmonic functions):
various degrees of susy preserved

interplay between 4d and 5d 
extremal/non extremal BH, rings, nuts, bolts, 
multicentre, rotating....

Two  strategies for BH:



 

B) Top Down: 
use symmetry of the theory  (geometry, group theory)    and 
extract general features of physically distinct classes of solutions

B1) U-duality charge orbits have been broadly classified ferrara

B2) Nilpotent orbits ( talk by P. Fre’ ):SG equations of motion 
become equivalent to lightlike geodesics motion on the pseudo-
riemannian manifold of the 3d sigma model              obtained by 
time reduction.

fre’ sorin trigiante relate nilpotent orbits to Tits Satake Universality 
classes and Lax pair representations: integrability

Two  strategies for BH:

G3/H3



Messages
i) Extremal BH solutions of extended SG have ``attractor behaviour’‘ 

and they  are associated to 1st order flow equations

ii) U-Duality plays a fundamental role in determining

BH  effective potential  VBH (attractors, entropies)

Fake superpotential W  (flow equations, mass)

Q orbits on G/H or nilpotent orbits (distinct classes of BH’s)

iii) Singular BH’s  (S=0, NO attractors) have a W and are interesting, 
Multi-centre BH’s : use ``horizontal symmetry’’ SL(p,R)                                   

BPS (susy)       
non BPS (non susy)     AC, G.Dall’Agata 2007{

ferrara-kallosh 1995



Menu

The Extremal Black Hole  Attractor Flows and VBH                           

Susy/Non-Susy                                                                                      

The role of electric-magnetic  U-duality:  (N=2, N=8)

 W “fake” superpotential

  Orbits of charge vector Q

Singular black holes, Multi-centre black holes

Summary and Outlook

VBH = W 2 + gijDiWDjW



THE ATTRACTOR 
MECHANISM

and VBH  



The Attractor Mechanism Ferrara-Kallosh-
Strominger 1996

Susy BH’s with e-m charges (q,p)  arise as solitonic solutions of a 1d 
quantum mechanical problem: radial evolution

       

φi(r)

scalars at the horizon do not depend on

lim
r→∞

φi(r) = φi
∞

φ∞

φH

{φi
∞} = moduli space

=⇒“NO SCALAR HAIR”, no memory of boundary values                      

r → rH

�
φi(r) → φi

H
(rH) = φi(p, q)

φ̇i(r) → 0



     Attractor fixed points are extrema of an effective potential 

                  

 SUSY                   EXTREMALITY

Extremal: c=2ST=0  minimal mass for a given charge  config.

        BPS bound:

                                                                                                              

The Attractor Mechanism

VBH(p, q;φi) = −1

2
QTMQ

M(N ) 2n x 2n  matrix

Bekenstein-Hawking

at the horizon:

Q = (pΛ, qΛ) Sp(2n,R)

SBH =
A

4
= πV ∗

BH
(φH(p, q); p, q)

=⇒
⇐=/

M ≥ |Q|

∂φVBH = 0

T. ortin 
1996



Figure 2: Schematic representation of
non-extremal and extremal black hole
throats using proper-distance coordi-
nates.

This means that

e−2U c2

sinh
2
(cz)

z→−∞−→ A

4π
= r2

H
, (2.39)

where rH is the radius of the horizon. A proper radial

coordinate ω can then be introduced by considering

the gzz component of the metric in the same limit:

e−2U c4

sinh
4
(cz)

dz2 −→ A

4π
4c2e2czdz2 ≡ r2

H
dω2.

(2.40)

Distances should then be measured by ω = 2 ecz in

units of rH and the black hole horizon sits at ωH = 0,

at finite proper distance from an arbitrary observer

L =

� ω0

ωH

rHdω = rH ω0 < ∞. (2.41)

On the other hand, having finite area in the extremal case means

e−2U

z2
−→ A

4π
= r2

H
. (2.42)

This implies that a new proper radial coordinate can be introduced by identifying

e−2U dz
2

z4
−→ A

4π

dz2

z2
= r2

H
dω2, (2.43)

which means

ω = − log(−z). (2.44)

The horizon is now at ωH = −∞ at infinite proper distance from any observer

L =

� ω0

ωH

rHdω = +∞. (2.45)

As we will see in a moment, this difference has a crucial impact on the behaviour of scalar

fields in this scenario and implies the existence of an attractor mechanism for extremal black

hole configurations. Moreover, the fact that the horizon is at infinite proper distance from

any observer justifies also the fact that extremal black holes are thermodynamically stable.

Any radiation emitted by such black hole would be infinitely red-shifted before reaching any

observer outside the horizon.
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Consider static, spherically symmetric, asymptotically flat BH’s in 
d=4

Symmetries imply that         and          depend only on r: 

Start from 4d N=2 supergravity with vector fields

The Attractor Mechanism

e-m charges:

φi = φi(r)

�

S2
FΛ = 4πpΛ

�

S2
GΛ = 4πqΛ

φigµν

ds2 = −e2U(r)dt2 + e−2U(r)

�
c4 dr2

sinh4(cr)
+

c2

sinh2(cr)
dΩ2

S2

�

L4d = −R

2
+ gī∂µφi∂ν φ̄̄ + IΛΣ(φ)FΛ

µνFΣ µν +RΛΣ(φ)FΛ
µν

�FΛµν



The Attractor Mechanism

Integrating over                        you get

Need H=0 to have that 1d  eqs of motion  are consistent with the 4d ones

For N=2 supergravity the effective potential reads

VBH(φ, q, p) = |Z|2 + 4gī∂i|Z|∂̄|Z|

Rt × S2

L = (U �(r))2 + gīφ
�iφ̄�̄ + e2UVBH(φ, q, p)− c2

H = (U �(r))2 + gīφ
�i
φ̄

�̄ − e2U
VBH(φ, q, p)− c

2{

Z = eK/2(XΛqΛ − FΛp
Λ)

Sections of  Kahler-Hodge manifold     (Special Geometry)

N=2 central charge FΛ = ∂ΛF (X)

Q = (pΛ, qΛ); V = (XΛ,FΛ) : Sp(2nv + 2)



The Attractor Mechanism

For  extremal solutions c = 2ST=0), the action takes Bogomolny form:

Ferrara-Gibbons-
Kallosh 1996

S =

�
dr

��
U � ± eU |Z|

�2
+

��φi� ± 2eUgī∂̄|Z|
��2 ∓ 2

d

dr

�
eU |Z|

��



Flow equations

The Attractor Mechanism

For  extremal solutions c = 2ST=0), the action takes Bogomolny form:

Ferrara-Gibbons-
Kallosh 1996

S =

�
dr

��
U � ± eU |Z|

�2
+

��φi� ± 2eUgī∂̄|Z|
��2 ∓ 2

d

dr

�
eU |Z|

��



ADM massFlow equations

The Attractor Mechanism

For  extremal solutions c = 2ST=0), the action takes Bogomolny form:

Ferrara-Gibbons-
Kallosh 1996

S =

�
dr

��
U � ± eU |Z|

�2
+

��φi� ± 2eUgī∂̄|Z|
��2 ∓ 2

d

dr

�
eU |Z|

��



ADM massFlow equations

The Attractor Mechanism

For  extremal solutions c = 2ST=0), the action takes Bogomolny form:

Ferrara-Gibbons-
Kallosh 1996

The flow stops at

where

∂i|Z| = 0⇒ ∂iVBH = 0

ds2 = − r2

|Z|2∗
dt2 +

|Z|2∗
r2

�
dr2 + r2Ω2

S2

�

S =

�
dr

��
U � ± eU |Z|

�2
+

��φi� ± 2eUgī∂̄|Z|
��2 ∓ 2

d

dr

�
eU |Z|

��



ADM massFlow equations

The Attractor Mechanism

For  extremal solutions c = 2ST=0), the action takes Bogomolny form:

Ferrara-Gibbons-
Kallosh 1996

AdS2 × S2
The flow stops at
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�
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�
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�
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ADM massFlow equations

The Attractor Mechanism

For  extremal solutions c = 2ST=0), the action takes Bogomolny form:

Ferrara-Gibbons-
Kallosh 1996

AdS2 × S2
The flow stops at

where

∂i|Z| = 0⇒ ∂iVBH = 0

ds2 = − r2

|Z|2∗
dt2 +

|Z|2∗
r2

�
dr2 + r2Ω2

S2

�

S =

�
dr

��
U � ± eU |Z|

�2
+

��φi� ± 2eUgī∂̄|Z|
��2 ∓ 2

d

dr

�
eU |Z|

��

SBH =
A

4
= π|Z|2∗ (φ∗(p, q), p, q)



First Order Flow Equations

W (φ, φ̄) = |Z|

VBH = W 2 + 4gī∂iW∂̄W

eUW |∞ ∼ MADM

eqs of motion:

effective BH potential:

 superpotential:

ADM mass:

BPS attractor:

stability: check Hessian

∂VBH

∂φi
= 0 =⇒ DiZ = 0 Z �= 0

�
U �� = e2UVBH

φi�� + Γi

jk
φj�φk� = e2Ugī∂̄VBH



First Order Flow Equations

W (φ, φ̄) = |Z|

VBH = W 2 + 4gī∂iW∂̄W

eUW |∞ ∼ MADM

eqs of motion:

superpotential  for BPS flows:

effective BH potential:

ADM mass:

BPS attractor:

�
U � = ±eUW

φi� = ±2eUgī∂̄W

stability: check Hessian, possible saddle points

∂VBH

∂φi
= 0 =⇒ DiZ = 0 Z �= 0



Set up for N- Extended Supergravities

• N- extended susy algebra:

A,B in SU(N)
I: fundam of matter 
group when present

• BPS bound: 

{QαA,QβB} = �αβZAB(p, q;φ)

VBH = − 1
2Q

TM(N )Q = 1
2ZABZ

AB

+ ZIZI

�
ZAB = −ZBA

ZI

central charges

matter charges

N (φ) kinetic matrix for vector fields

MADM (φ, Q) ≥ |z1(φ, Q)| ≥ . . . ≥ |z[N/2](φ, Q)|

BPS states: M=highest eigenvalue of central charge

ZAB = fΛ
ABqΛ − hABΛpΛ (fΛ

AB , hABΛ) Sp(2n,R)

Q = (pΛ, qΛ)

∂φVBH = 0

(N = 2 : ZAB = �ABZ, ZI = DiZ)

{

Ferrara, kallosh 
2006



Fake 
Superpotential
for non susy BH    



Fake Supergravities

Gravitational theories in d-dim that are susy only through linear order 
in fermion fields. Contain some “fake BPS equations’’ for the warp 
factor and scalar fields that are of first order and solve ordinary 
Einstein and scalar field equations

The scalar potential can formally be written in terms of a 
superpotential (matrix) in the “stability form’’

Applications: curved domain walls in SUGRA, cosmological solutions; 
adding vectors, also BH’s, superstars,...

 Caution when you have many (hyper)-scalars

Freedman, nunez, 
Schnabel, skenderis, 

townsend, 2003 
Celi, AC, Dall’Agata, Van 
Proeyen, Zagermann 2004

townsend, skenderis pseudosupersymmetries, cosmological solutions



Non-BPS Extremal Black Holes

Defining  a real                     ,  extremal black holes are described by

BPS BH’s are a special case with W = |Z|

But other possible solutions  are the non-BPS BH’s !

                               gives non-BPS critical points!

iff

�
U � = −eUW

φ�i = −2eUgī∂̄W

AC, G. Dall’Agata

VBH(φ, q, p) = W 2 + 4gī∂iW∂̄W

∂iW (φ, φ̄) = 0

W (φ,φ)

W (φ,φ)

“fake’’ superpotential



Non-BPS Extremal Black Holes

Defining  a real                     ,  extremal black holes are described by

BPS BH’s are a special case with W = |Z|

But other possible solutions  are the non-BPS BH’s !

                               gives non-BPS critical points!

iff

�
U � = −eUW

φ�i = −2eUgī∂̄W

AC, G. Dall’Agata

VBH(φ, q, p) = W 2 + 4gī∂iW∂̄W

∂iW (φ, φ̄) = 0

W (φ,φ)

W (φ,φ)

“fake’’ superpotential

This is a PDE with b.c. 
the critical point of the 

superpotential



 look for a real “fake” superpotential

a)                                                               same effective potential

b) drives first order flows 

c)                                     gives non-BPS critical points

General Answer:

 Construct it using    duality invariance:

AC&G. Dall’Agata 2007

W (φ, φ̄) �= |Z|

∂iW (φ, φ̄) = 0

VBH = W 2 + 4gī∂iW∂̄W

W = W ({in})

�
U � = ±eUW

φi� = ±2eUgī∂̄W



The example: N=8 G/H =
E7(7)

SU(8)

70 scalars, 56 charges 

U-duality: E7(7)(Z)

Cartan quartic invariant  (Cremmer-Julia):

ZAB −→





z1
z2

z3
z4



⊗
�

0 1
−1 0

�
SU(8)

normal frame

∂I4
∂φi = 0

A = ZZ {TrA,TrA2,TrA3,TrA4,Re PfZ}

A,B=1,...8

M ≥ zheigenvalues: 5 parameters{zi = ρie
iϕ/4} i = 1, 2, 3, 4

I4 = Tr(ZZ)2 − 1
4 (Tr ZZ)2 + 4(Pf Z + Pf Z) = Tabcdqaqbqcqd

{QαA,QβB} = �αβZAB(p, q;φ)Susy algebra:

invariants:



How to find W

Cerchiai Marrani 
Ferrara Zumino 

2009

Question: What is a complete set of duality invariants for N=2?
Answer: Sp(2n+2,R) invariants are

[14]. We will then provide explicit forms for the fake superpotential W for all small orbits

in N = 2 symmetric theories. Our goal here is to describe the amount of supersymmetry

preserved in each small orbit and to find the relevant fake superpotential W for each of

them. After revisiting the large orbits, we intend to use this universal description in terms of

invariants also towards the classification of orbits of the N = 2 charge vector for symmetric

special geometries, extending similar results obtained in [8] for maximally extended theories.

Duality invariant quantities are those that remain unchanged (transform as scalars) under

the simultaneous action of the duality group on the charge vector Q = (pΛ, qΛ) and on the

scalar fields (expressed through the symplectic sections (XΛ, FΛ), with Λ = (0, i) = 0, . . . , n).

Here we recall that the complete set of invariants in N = 2 special geometry found in [20] is

given by

i1 = ZZ (1.4)

i2 = gīZiZ ̄ (Zi = DiZ , Z ı̄ = Dı̄ Z) , (1.5)

i3 =
1

6

�
ZN3(Z) + ZN3(Zi)

�
, i4 =

i

6

�
ZN3(Z)− ZN3(Z)

�
, (1.6)

i5 = g īıCijkCı̄̄k̄Z
j
Z

k
Z ̄Z k̄ , (1.7)

where the cubic norms are given by

N3(Z) = CijkZ
i
Z

j
Z

k
, N3(Z) = Cı̄̄k̄Z

ı̄ Z ̄ Z k̄. (1.8)

These five invariants in the case of symmetric special geometries are not independent, and

although each one of them depends on the scalar fields, they satisfy a constraint which

involves the quartic invariant I4:

I4 = (i1 − i2)
2 + 4i4 − i5 . (1.9)

The objects (i1, . . . , i5) behave as scalar functions of the charges and the scalar fields under

duality transformations.

Our main interest is to compute the superpotential W, as its value at radial infinity gives

the ADM mass of the given black hole. In extended supergravity, the BPS bound states that

MADM = W (φ∞, Q) ≥ |zh| (1.10)

where zh is the highest skew eigenvalue of the central charge ZAB, which is saturated for

BPS solutions. In the N=8 case, an interesting bound holds for the non-BPS orbits[12, 14]

|zh|2 < W 2
nonBPS ≤ 4|zh|2 , (1.11)

3

[14]. We will then provide explicit forms for the fake superpotential W for all small orbits

in N = 2 symmetric theories. Our goal here is to describe the amount of supersymmetry

preserved in each small orbit and to find the relevant fake superpotential W for each of

them. After revisiting the large orbits, we intend to use this universal description in terms of

invariants also towards the classification of orbits of the N = 2 charge vector for symmetric

special geometries, extending similar results obtained in [8] for maximally extended theories.

Duality invariant quantities are those that remain unchanged (transform as scalars) under

the simultaneous action of the duality group on the charge vector Q = (pΛ, qΛ) and on the

scalar fields (expressed through the symplectic sections (XΛ, FΛ), with Λ = (0, i) = 0, . . . , n).

Here we recall that the complete set of invariants in N = 2 special geometry found in [20] is

given by

i1 = ZZ (1.4)

i2 = gīZiZ ̄ (Zi = DiZ , Z ı̄ = Dı̄ Z) , (1.5)

i3 =
1

6

�
ZN3(Z) + ZN3(Zi)

�
, i4 =

i

6

�
ZN3(Z)− ZN3(Z)

�
, (1.6)

i5 = g īıCijkCı̄̄k̄Z
j
Z

k
Z ̄Z k̄ , (1.7)

where the cubic norms are given by

N3(Z) = CijkZ
i
Z

j
Z

k
, N3(Z) = Cı̄̄k̄Z

ı̄ Z ̄ Z k̄. (1.8)

These five invariants in the case of symmetric special geometries are not independent, and

although each one of them depends on the scalar fields, they satisfy a constraint which

involves the quartic invariant I4:

I4 = (i1 − i2)
2 + 4i4 − i5 . (1.9)

The objects (i1, . . . , i5) behave as scalar functions of the charges and the scalar fields under

duality transformations.

Our main interest is to compute the superpotential W, as its value at radial infinity gives

the ADM mass of the given black hole. In extended supergravity, the BPS bound states that

MADM = W (φ∞, Q) ≥ |zh| (1.10)

where zh is the highest skew eigenvalue of the central charge ZAB, which is saturated for

BPS solutions. In the N=8 case, an interesting bound holds for the non-BPS orbits[12, 14]

|zh|2 < W 2
nonBPS ≤ 4|zh|2 , (1.11)

3

cubic norms:

Ansatz: W (φ, φ̄) = W (i1, i2, i3, i4, i5)
AC, Dall’Agata, 

Ferrara, Yeranyan 
2009



• Interpret                      as coordinates of an Hamiltonian system 
where the radial variable plays the role of time. Then first order 
description is equivalent to solving HJ problem for Hamilton’s 
characteristic function    

                                     

• Hamilton-Jacobi equation

• boundary conditions

• implications on duality invariance and stability (a la Liapunov)

W and Hamilton-Jacobi

W(U,φ) = 2eUW (φ)

W 2 + 2gab
∂W

∂φa

∂W

∂φb
= V

U(r),φa(r)

U(r = ∞) = 0 ,φa(r = ∞) = φa
∞

Andrianopoli,d’auria, orazi, 
trigiante 2009

W= Hamilton’s principal function for non -BPS flows



Find W for generic charge configuration by

1.  Take W for STU model in S=T=U limit
2.Compute it in simple charge configuration and then boost it to generic 
charges by a duality transformation               

How to find W

W 2 =
i1 + i2

4
+

3

8




�
4 i3

�
−I4 − (i1 + i2) I4 +

�
i1 −

i2
3

�3
�1/3

+

+

�
−4 i3

�
−I4 − (i1 + i2) I4 +

�
i1 −

i2
3

�3
�1/3



 .

=⇒ non polynomial expression, but at non-BPS attractor point:

i2 = 3i1 =
3

4

�
−I4 , i3 = 0 =⇒ SBH = W 2 =

�
−|I4|

bellucci, 
ferrara,marrani,yer

anyan 2008

AC, Dall’Agata, 
Ferrara, Yeranyan 

2009



Given W you can solve flow eqs by (universal)  harmonic 
functions:

              

Full non-BPS BH solution: 

AC, Dall’Agata, 
Ferrara, Yeranyan 

2009

fdp header will be provided by the publisher 3

There is one relation among the invariants, which involves the quartic invariant I4:

I4 = (i1 − i2)
2 + 4i4 − i5 . (10)

Following [15], we can give here the result for the simplest example: the t3 model, obtained from the stu
model[16] in the limit s = t = u.

Since there is a single modulus and Cijk �= 0, there are 3 non-zero independent duality invariants i1, i2
and i3, while the other ones are functionally dependent:

i4 =

�

4

�
i2
3

�3

i1 − i23, i5 =
4

3
i22, (11)

The quartic invariant becomes:

I4 = (i1 − i2)
2 − 4

3
i22 − 4

�

4

�
i2
3

�3

i1 − i23 . (12)

The general strategy that was adopted is to use symplectic invariance and compute W at first in a simple
charge configuration, involving only q0 and p0, which is a natural representative of the non-BPS branch.
The form of the superpotential for this case can be obtained by properly identifying all the moduli in the
expression for the stu model [17].

With some manipulations involving the above invariants, one finally finds the superpotential

W 2 =
i1 + i2

4
+

3

8




�
4 i3

�
−I4 − (i1 + i2) I4 +

�
i1 −

i2
3

�3
�1/3

+

+

�
−4 i3

�
−I4 − (i1 + i2) I4 +

�
i1 −

i2
3

�3
�1/3



 .

(13)

We can see that the superpotential is not simply given by a linear combination, but rather by a non-
polynomial expression (containing radicals) of the basic duality invariant quantities. At the attractor point,
the above expression can be seen to correctly reduce to W 2 =

√
−I4, which is the expected result for a

non-BPS black hole.
With this formula for W , we can now solve the flow equations and provide the corresponding non-BPS

black hole configuration: the solution then reads

e−4U = (H1)
3
H0 − b2,

x =
b
√
−I4

2(p1)2(H1)2
, (14)

y =
e−2U

√
−I4

2(p1)2H2
1

.

where H0,H1 are the “universal” harmonic functions, built in terms of the quartic invariant I4. The most
general solution with all charges switched on can be generated by a boost on the duality frame.

3 Outlook

By now, quite some work has been done to find the fake superpotential W in many cases [10, 12, 17, 18,
19], until an universal procedure for its construction in N = 2 special geometries has been established in

Copyright line will be provided by the publisher

H0 =
(−I4)1/4√

2q0
H0

H1 = − (−I4)1/4√
2q0

H
1

H0 = h0 −
√
2q0r

H
1 = h

1 +
√
2p1r

{

{

t = x− iy



Results for                            agree with time reduction approach

Bossard,Michel, Pioline arXiv:0908.1742
“non standard diagonalization problem’’, sextic polynomial in 

whose coefficients are SU(8) invariants 

T 3, ST 2, STU

W 2



CHARGE ORBITS   



Attractors & Duality

• Kallosh-Kol (1996): Area of horizon for N=8 extremal BH 
is proportional to             , where                                     of        
for 1/8 preserved susy.  A=0                  for 1/8, 1/4, 1/2 susy      

• Ferrara-Maldacena (1998): different susy features are 
distinguished by U-invariant conditions on charges Q=(p,q)

• Ferrara-Gunaydin (1998): for fixed values of         in d=4 
and of        in d=5, charge vectors Q for supergravities on 
symmetric spaces describe orbits whose nature is related to 
the susy properties of fixed points 

√
±I4

(I4 = 0)

Andrianopoli,D’Auria,
Ferrara 1997,1998

Bellucci,Ferrara,gunaydin, 
marrani 2006

I4
I3

 sen; cvetic, Hull 1996

Lu,Pope, Stelle 1998

I4 = TabcdQ
aQbQcQd E7



Orbits of the fundamental representation of the U-duality groups in 
extended supergravities based on symmetric spaces classify in an 
invariant way the extremal BPS and non BPS regular and singular  
Black Hole solutions

Each orbit correspond to an allowed entropy

 Classification of BPS states preserving different numbers of susy is 
in close parallel to the classification of the little groups and orbits of 
timelike, lightlike and spacelike vectors in Minkowski space:

                               Lightlike:                      

                               Spacelike:          

                               Timelike :            

I4 = 0

I4 > 0

I4 < 0

Ferrara gunaydin 
1998



parameters and all the possible dependence on the value of the moduli fields (which still

characterize the full solution) is lost.

The contrast becomes even more clear if we compare (3.21) with the corresponding ex-

pression for non-extremal solutions, where the area formula is valid for a radius of the horizon

sitting at the larger value between

r± = M ±
�
M2 − VBH(φ∞, p, q) +

1

2
gij(φ∞)ΣiΣj. (3.22)

Not only this expression depends on the value of the scalar fields at infinity, but also on the

scalar charges, which vanish only for solutions where the scalars remain constant [22].

Figure 4: Examples of black hole potentials for various values of the quartic invariants.

An interesting outcome of this analysis is that extremal black hole solutions are com-

pletely specified by the black hole potential. In particular different kind of attractors will be

characterized by different types of potentials. Still, while VBH depends on the theory under

investigation, the general features of the attractor mechanism are universal.

As an example, consider the most constrained supergravity theory in 4 dimensions: max-

imally supersymmetric (N = 8) supergravity. This theory has a fixed matter content, which

is all contained in the gravity multiplet. Among other fields, the gravity multiplet con-

tains 28 vector fields, leading to 56 charges, and 70 scalar fields parameterizing the scalar

manifold E7(7)/SU(8). The black hole potential depends on the detailed choice of the 28

electric and 28 magnetic charges, but, given the restrictive form of the scalar manifold

and of the invariances of the theory, one can distinguish three main classes of solutions.

These are related to the value of a special E7(7) invariant, which is quartic in the charges

I4(p, q) [23, 24]. Whenever I4 > 0 the scalar potential has a minimum and the correspond-

ing black hole solutions preserve some supersymmetry. If I4 < 0 the solutions are non-

supersymmetric. Finally, in the special instance where the quartic invariant vanishes, the

warp factor at the horizon vanishes. This implies that the corresponding classical geometry

is singular and various orbits can be further distinguished by the values of derivatives of I4.

16

Figure 5: Runaway behaviour for small
black holes

However, higher-order corrections in the curvature

terms modify the equations of motion in a way such

that a horizon is developed, with a characteristic ra-

dius of the order of the typical scale of the correction

terms. For this reason the corresponding black holes

are called small black holes.

In generic N = 2 theories supersymmetric con-

figurations are always minima, while non-BPS ones

have flat directions at the attractor point the poten-

tial (actually these flat directions are generically given

by expectation values of scalar fields that do not ap-

pear in the scalar potential at all) [25]. For N > 2 also supersymmetric attractors may have

a non-trivial moduli space.

One important lesson that can be learned from this analysis is that while supersymmetry

always implies extremality, the opposite is not true. In fact the supersymmetry condition

is achieved when the mass of the BPS object equals a certain value defined by its charges,

however, for a given charge configuration the BPS bound may never be reached and hence

for such configurations the object with the minimal mass will still be extremal, though non

supersymmetric.

4 Glancing through Special Kähler geometry

As discussed in the previous section, the black hole potential containing the necessary in-

formation to describe extremal black holes depends on the detail of the model under in-

vestigation. General features of these solutions can anyway be obtained independently on

such details. Although in the following we will try to give some general arguments about

the properties of single and multi-centre extremal black holes in supergravity theories, it is

better to fix a specific framework, so that we can provide explicit examples along with the

general arguments. For this reason we now provide a brief intermezzo with some elementary

facts about Special Kähler geometry, which is the geometric structure underlying the vector

multiplet scalar σ-model in N = 2 theories in 4 dimensions.

We will not give an exhaustive review of this topic, but rather focus on some minimal

ingredients necessary for our following discussion. An interested reader can find more details

on the many geometric identities and on the relation with String Theory in [26] and in

references therein. There are three main types of multiplets in N = 2 supergravity: gravity,
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BH potentials for different values of the quartic invariant I4 
(pictures by G. Dall’Agata)

small BH’s



Charge Orbits for N=8

1/8 BPS:

kallosh-kol1996, 
ferrara maldacena 1996 
ferrara kallosh 2006, 

cerchiai,ferrara, 
marrani, zumino 2009

non BPS:
I4 �= 0

Large e Orbits

Small Orbits
I4 = 0

1/8 BPS:

1/4 BPS:

1/2 BPS:

SBH = π
�

I4 = πρ2 I4 > 0

{z1 = ρeiϕ, z2 = z3 = z4 = 0};

SBH = π
�
−I4 = 4πρ2 I4 < 0

{z1 = z2 = z3 = z4 = ρeiπ/4};

{ρ1 ≥ ρ2 ≥ ρ3 ≥ ρ4 ,ϕ}

{ρ1 = ρ2 , ρ3 = ρ4 ,ϕ}






∂I4
∂qa �= 0

∂I4
∂qa = 0 , ∂2I4

∂qa∂qb |Adj �= 0

∂2I4
∂qa∂qb |Adj �= 0

{

{ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ3 = ρ4 = ρ ,ϕ = 2kπ}



SINGULAR 
BLACK HOLES    



Singular Black Holes

S=0,                 vanishing classical entropy

NO Attractor behaviour:                        ; W has a runaway 
solution W=0 at boundary of moduli space

In principle can still compute                       by a suitable limit of 
large BH’s

Can compute W as a function of the invariants      

In N=2 “small’’ BH’s  can be BPS or non-BPS, differently from 
N=8

Small BH’s may play a role in strings/finiteness of N=8 SG 

I4 = 0

∂ϕW |H �= 0

W ({in})

 Bianchi, Kallosh, 
Ferrara 2010

AC, Ferrara, Marrani 2010

andrianopoli, ferrara, d’auria, trigiante 
2010

W (I4 → 0)



I4 < 0 non BPS λ1 �= λ2 �= λ3 WnonBPS = ...

I4 > 0 :

�
BPS i1 > λ1,λ2,λ3 WBPS =

√
i1

non BPS λ1 > i1,λ2,λ3 WnonBPS =
√
λ1

I4 = 0 r = 3 :

�
BPS i1 >

√
λ1; WBPS =

√
i1

nonBPS i1 <
√
λ1; Wnon BPS =

√
λ1

.

Large 
Orbits:

•Lightlike

I4 = (i1 − i2)
2 + 4i4 − i5 = 0 ,

Z
∂I4
∂Z

= 2(i1 − i2)i1 + 2(i4 + i i3) = 0 , (2.1)

Zi
∂I4
∂Zi

= 2(i2 − i1)i2 + 6(i4 − i i3)− 2i5 = 0 ,

yielding the conditions

∂I4 = 0 →






i3 = 0

i4 = (i2 − i1)i1 > 0

i5 = (i2 − i1)(i2 + 3i1) (i2 > i1) .

(2.2)

For the roots of the basic cubic equation, these constraints on the first derivatives yield

z = 0 , v =
1

4
(3i1 − i2)

3 , w =
�v
2

�1/3
. (2.3)

There are two cases according to the possible values of the parameter v:

a) i1 >
i2
3 , v = v∗, w = w∗ = 3i1−i2

2 , so that λ1 = i1 and λ2 = λ3 =
i2−i1

2

b) i1 <
i2
3 , v �= v∗, w = (12 + i

√
3
2 )( i2−3i1

2 ), so that λ1 =
i2−i1

2 , λ2 = i1 and λ3 = λ1.

The first is the BPS case, where the highest eigenvalue is λ1 = i1, while the second case is

the non BPS, where we find λ1 =
i2−i1

2 . Therefore we get

∂I4 = 0 , r = 2 :






BPS i2 > i1 >
i2
3 WBPS =

√
i1

i1 = λ1;λ2 = λ3 =
i2−i1

2

nonBPS i1 <
i2
3 Wnon BPS =

�
i2−i1

2

.

iii) Doubly critical orbit

We must consider the projection of the second derivatives on the adjoint representation of

G, ∂2
AdjI4 = 0, which, analogously to the N=8 and N=4 theories [8, 20], leads to two second

order differential operators on I4 that read:
�
Cijk

∂2

∂Zj∂Zk
+ 2igī

∂2

∂Z∂Z ̄

�
I4 = 0 ,

�
Rīkl̄

∂2

∂Zk∂Zl̄

+ 2gī
∂2

∂Z∂Z

�
I4 = 0 . (2.4)

The first one results in an equation like the attractor equation (1.19), but with an opposite

relative sign. Together, they yield the extra condition i2 = 3i1 and thus i4 = 2i21 and

i5 = 12i21. Adding these constraints to the previous ones leads to only one BPS orbit, since

one has i1 = λ1 = λ2 = λ3. We have

∂2
AdjI4 = 0 , r = 1 : BPS i1 = λ1 = λ2 = λ3; WBPS =

√
i1
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I4 = (i1 − i2)
2 + 4i4 − i5 = 0 ,

Z
∂I4
∂Z

= 2(i1 − i2)i1 + 2(i4 + i i3) = 0 , (2.1)

Zi
∂I4
∂Zi

= 2(i2 − i1)i2 + 6(i4 − i i3)− 2i5 = 0 ,

yielding the conditions

∂I4 = 0 →






i3 = 0

i4 = (i2 − i1)i1 > 0

i5 = (i2 − i1)(i2 + 3i1) (i2 > i1) .

(2.2)

For the roots of the basic cubic equation, these constraints on the first derivatives yield

z = 0 , v =
1

4
(3i1 − i2)

3 , w =
�v
2

�1/3
. (2.3)

There are two cases according to the possible values of the parameter v:

a) i1 >
i2
3 , v = v∗, w = w∗ = 3i1−i2

2 , so that λ1 = i1 and λ2 = λ3 =
i2−i1

2

b) i1 <
i2
3 , v �= v∗, w = (12 + i

√
3
2 )( i2−3i1

2 ), so that λ1 =
i2−i1

2 , λ2 = i1 and λ3 = λ1.

The first is the BPS case, where the highest eigenvalue is λ1 = i1, while the second case is

the non BPS, where we find λ1 =
i2−i1

2 . Therefore we get

∂I4 = 0 , r = 2 :






BPS i2 > i1 >
i2
3 WBPS =

√
i1

i1 = λ1;λ2 = λ3 =
i2−i1

2

nonBPS i1 <
i2
3 Wnon BPS =

�
i2−i1

2

.

iii) Doubly critical orbit

We must consider the projection of the second derivatives on the adjoint representation of

G, ∂2
AdjI4 = 0, which, analogously to the N=8 and N=4 theories [8, 20], leads to two second

order differential operators on I4 that read:
�
Cijk

∂2

∂Zj∂Zk
+ 2igī

∂2

∂Z∂Z ̄

�
I4 = 0 ,

�
Rīkl̄

∂2

∂Zk∂Zl̄

+ 2gī
∂2

∂Z∂Z

�
I4 = 0 . (2.4)

The first one results in an equation like the attractor equation (1.19), but with an opposite

relative sign. Together, they yield the extra condition i2 = 3i1 and thus i4 = 2i21 and

i5 = 12i21. Adding these constraints to the previous ones leads to only one BPS orbit, since

one has i1 = λ1 = λ2 = λ3. We have

∂2
AdjI4 = 0 , r = 1 : BPS i1 = λ1 = λ2 = λ3; WBPS =

√
i1
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and... 
one more thing   



BH Technology Transfer: from one to many centres by U-duality

U-duality can take a long way in classifying physically distinct (extremal)  
1-centre black holes, their orbits and attractors. 

What can we infer for multi-centre?                                                    



• Need to give up spherical symmetry

• Stationary solutions

• Many charge vectors 

• mutual non locality:

• Horizontal Symmetry  

•  More Invariants for groups of type E7  (and E6 in 5d)

• example of Bossard+Ruef

Iabcd
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1 Introduction

Multi-centered black holes (BH) are a fascinating subject, dealing with several aspects of quantum
gravity, when this theory is defined through supergravity, and its high-energy, fundamental comple-
tions, namely superstrings and M -theory. The discovery of the split attractor flow and of walls of
marginal stability [1, 2, 3] and the corresponding issue of microstate BH counting [4]-[6], have been
some remarkable achievements in this field, also characterized by some puzzling and yet not fully
understood features, such as anti-marginal stability and entropy enigmas (see also [7]-[17]; for studies
on N > 2, see [18]-[20]). Earlier studies on composite (super)gravity solutions and marginal stability,
were done in [21], while [22] provides a recent review on wall-crossing formulæ.

This paper continues the investigation of geometric aspects of BH physics, by exploiting the (clas-
sical) duality symmetries of the underlying supergravities [23], which are the continuum limit of the
U-duality [24] governing the non-perturbative string dynamics, in the context of two-centered BH
solutions. The ultimate aim is to show that different aspects of multi-centered BH dynamics are
encoded into different values of (and constraints among) certain multi-centered duality polynomial
invariants. These duality invariants characterize some multi-centered charge orbits, which generalize
the electric-magnetic charge orbits encoding all the main features of single-centered BH solutions, such
as the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy [25], the ADM mass [26] and the BPS (supersymmetry-preserving)
properties [27, 28, 29, 30].

The single-centered orbits [27] are known to provide a stratification of the space of the irrep.
R of the d = 4 classical U -duality group G4 of the f -dimensional electric-magnetic charge vector
Q ≡

(
pΛ, qΛ

)
(Λ = 1, ..., f/2). Analogously, the p-centered orbits are expected to stratify the space

R1 × · · ·×Rp, for p BH constituents, with electro-magnetic fluxes given by

QM
a ≡

(
pΛa , qaΛ

)
a = 1, . . . , p, , M = 1, . . . , f . (1.1)

Interestingly, it has been recently uncovered [31, 32] that a p (! 2)-centered BH solution in d = 4
space-time dimensions enjoys an “horizontal” symmetry SLh (p,R) among the centers of the BH
constituents. As a consequence of this symmetry, further invariant polynomials in the charges beside
the usual U -duality invariants acquire an important role, and they provide a tool to achieve a finer
classification of the allowed two-centered configurations1.

1 The horizontal symmetry has recently been investigated within the fascinating connections with Quantum Informa-
tion Theory in [33]

1
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This paper continues the investigation of geometric aspects of BH physics, by exploiting the (clas-
sical) duality symmetries of the underlying supergravities [23], which are the continuum limit of the
U-duality [24] governing the non-perturbative string dynamics, in the context of two-centered BH
solutions. The ultimate aim is to show that different aspects of multi-centered BH dynamics are
encoded into different values of (and constraints among) certain multi-centered duality polynomial
invariants. These duality invariants characterize some multi-centered charge orbits, which generalize
the electric-magnetic charge orbits encoding all the main features of single-centered BH solutions, such
as the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy [25], the ADM mass [26] and the BPS (supersymmetry-preserving)
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The single-centered orbits [27] are known to provide a stratification of the space of the irrep.
R of the d = 4 classical U -duality group G4 of the f -dimensional electric-magnetic charge vector
Q ≡
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)
(Λ = 1, ..., f/2). Analogously, the p-centered orbits are expected to stratify the space
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constituents. As a consequence of this symmetry, further invariant polynomials in the charges beside
the usual U -duality invariants acquire an important role, and they provide a tool to achieve a finer
classification of the allowed two-centered configurations1.
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tion Theory in [33]

1

As commented in [32], the analysis can be performed for a generic number p of centers, but, due
to the structure of the split flow in multi-center (super)gravity solutions [1, 2, 3, 4], the case p = 2
is already fully illustrative, at least regarding marginal stability. It is then natural to explore the
charge orbits for the horizontal doublet (Q1,Q2), and to classify the allowed quantum numbers for the
extremal BH two-centered compounds by suitable invariant constraints among horizontal invariant-
polynomials.

For p = 2, the simplest example of such “horizontal invariants” is provided by the symplectic
product of two charge vectors [1, 32]

W ≡ 〈Q1,Q2〉 =
1

2
QM

a QN
b CMNεab, (1.2)

where a, b = 1, 2, CMN is the symplectic metric

CMN ≡

(
0 −I

I 0

)
, (1.3)

and ε is the usual SL (2,R) ∼ Sp (2,R) rank-2 invariant tensor. By considering (Q1,Q2) as a doublet
Qa (spin s = 1/2, fundamental irrep. 2) of SLh (2,R) [31], it is evident from (1.2) that W is mani-
festly invariant under both the U -duality and the horizontal symmetry. It is known that W enters the
description of many physical properties of the two-centered BH compound states, such as the equi-
librium distance between the two centers, the intrinsic overall (orbital) angular momentum, and the
marginal stability condition [1, 3]. Indeed, a crucial feature of two-centered BH physics is that their
physical properties turn out to depend not only on Q1 +Q2, as for the BPS ADM mass [34], but also
on other combination of charges, such as the symplectic product (1.2). Another important instance
is the entropy at the (split) horizon, which is the sum of the entropies of the two single-centered BH
constituents [3]:

S1+2

π
=

√
|I4 (Q1)|+

√
|I4 (Q2)|, (1.4)

where I4 is the unique quartic invariant polynomial of the irrep. R of the U -duality group G4,

I4 (Q) =
1

2
KMNPQQ

MQNQPQQ, (1.5)

and KMNPQ is the so-called K-tensor [35]. As a natural two-centered generalization of the quartic
invariant I4(Q), for p = 2 one considers the contraction of the K-tensor with four a priori different
charge vectors, which gives rise to the symmetric Iabcd tensor [31, 32], sitting in the spin s = 2 irrep.
5 of SLh (2,R):

Iabcd ≡
1

2
KMNPQQ

M
a QN

b QP
c Q

Q
d . (1.6)

If G4 is a simple group, one can define the symmetric object in the horizontal indices [32]

Tα
(ab) = tαMNQM

a QN
b (1.7)

where tαMN (α = 1, ...,d ≡dimR (Adj (G4))) is the symplectic representation of the generators of the
Lie algebra g4 of G4. Using these tensors, one has

I(abcd) = −
1

6τ
tα(MN tα|PQ)Q

M
a QN

b QP
c Q

Q
d = −

1

6τ
Tα

(abTα|cd) (1.8)

where τ is a model-dependent parameter [35]:

τ ≡
2d

f (f + 1)
. (1.9)

2

In Sec. 3 we shall deal with relations and properties of the invariant polynomials characterizing
a two-centered (extremal) BH compound, which admit a natural interpretation and classification in
terms of the horizontal symmetry group SLh (2,R).

Then, the results of Secs. 2 and 3 are used to perform a detailed analysis of all possible two-
centered (extremal) BH charge configurations, by considering all possible combinations of the ranks
of the charge vectors Q1 and Q2 pertaining to the two single-centered BH constituents.

This analysis is carried out for all supergravity theories (with symmetric scalar manifold) whose
d = 4 U -duality group G4 is a “group of type E7”, namely a group with a symplectic representation
R admitting a completely symmetric rank-4 invariant structure q such that the invariant polynomial
I4 can be defined as2 [47]

I4 (Q) ≡
1

2
q (q1,q2,q3,q4)|q1=q2=q3=q4≡Q

≡
1

2
KMNPQQ

MQNQPQQ . (1.13)

It is also worth recalling that the “group of type E7” G4 is a symmetry group of Jordan algebra-related
structures, namely:

G4 ∼ Aut (M (J3)) ∼ Conf (J3) , (1.14)

where Aut (M (J3)) is the automorphism group of the vector spaceM (J3) ≡ R⊕R⊕J3⊕J3 constructed
over the Euclidean rank-3 Jordan algebra J3, whose conformal group is Conf (J3) (see e.g. [48, 49]
for recent reviews and lists of Refs.). On the other hand, the G4’s of minimally coupled N = 2 , and
N = 3 [51] supergravities, omitted in this investigation, do not enjoy an interpretation in terms of
(rank-3 Euclidean) Jordan algebras.

The groups of type E7 G4’s (which are U -duality groups of supergravity theories in d = 4 space-
time dimensions with symmetric scalar manifolds) may be grouped into two classes, depending on
whether G4 is a semisimple Lie group, or it is a simple Lie group itself. The former case, analyzed in
Sec. 4, corresponds to the reducible symmetric models, whose scalar manifolds3 are grouped into two
infinite sequences, reported in Table 1. The first (n = 1) element of the N = 2 sequence in Table 1,
namely the so-called st2 model, is non-generic, and it deserves a separate treatment, given in Sec. 4.2.
The corresponding two-centered (extremal) BH charge orbits with both Q1 and Q2 “large” have been
studied in [31]. Generally, the number of independent G4-invariant is seven, and a complete basis can
be taken to be [31]

W, X , Iabcd, (1.15)

where the quartic polynomial X is defined by Eq. (3.20).
The latter case, analyzed in Sec. 5, corresponds to the irreducible symmetric models, namely to

the so-called N = 2 t3 model, to the N = 2 magical Maxwell-Einstein supergravity theories as well as
to N = 5, 6, 8 “pure” supergravities, whose scalar manifolds are reported in Table 2. The t3 model is
non-generic and it deserves a separate treatment, given in Sec. 5.2.

The two-centered (extremal) BH “large” charge orbits of generic irreducible symmetric models and
of t3 model have been studied respectively in [32] and in [31]. Generically, the number of independent
G4-invariant is seven, and a complete basis can be taken to be [32]

W, Iabcd, I6, (1.16)

where the sextic polynomial I6 is defined by Eq. (3.15). The main difference between the sets (1.15)
and (1.16) is that X = 0 (3.21) in irreducible cases, where also the constraint (4.8) of degree twelve

2The normalization of q used here is the same as in [46], and thus it differs by a factor 2 with respect to the one
adopted e.g. in [47], [35] and [32]. The same holds e.g. for Eq (3.1) further below.

3In matter coupled theories, we consider vector multiplets’ scalar manifolds; for instance, this is the case for all models
of Table 1, with the exception of “pure” N = 4 supergravity.
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< Qa, Qb >= −2Im(ZaZ̄b − gīDiZaD̄̄Z̄b)

QT
aMQb = −2Re(ZaZb + gīDiZaD̄̄Z̄b)

many centres SKG identities:

−1

2
QT

aMQb −
i

2
< Qa, Qb >= ZaZb + gīDiZaD̄̄Z̄b



Summary  



Punchline:

1)Super-Gedanken Black Holes behave very similarly to 
Gedanken Black Holes 

2)Both arise as solutions of first order flow equations

3)Their masses and entropies can be determined on the basis 
of symmetries alone

“Gedanken Black Holes” (B. Coppi, Dubna 2011)



Results

i) Extremal BH solutions of extended SG have attractor 
behaviour even without supersymmetry 

ii) They are associated to 1st order flow equations                                                                              
[easier to find full solutions by harmonic functions] driven by 
W which gives entropy at horizon and ADM mass at infinity

iii) U-Duality constrains W and allows for a classification of 
orbits of charge vector Q  in terms of invariants, 
characterizing different physical features

iv) Singular BH’s  (S=0) have a W and are interesting 

v) Multicentre solutions and non extremality are to be explored
N=8:  1/8,1/4,1/2   ; N=2: 1/2,0, W known
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attractors exist for various d and N

various degrees of susy preserved: BPS and non BPS branches

solutions arrange into duality orbits of Q (nilpotent orbits: Fre’+Sorin)

first order formalism (W function of duality invariants),  useful to 
construct solutions by harmonic functions, entropy at horizon, ADM 
mass at infinity

attractor flows rather than points: full solutions, not only horizon

flat directions (moduli space): attractor points are not isolated because 
not all the scalars flow! Stability can be discussed (possible saddle points)

singular black holes:  S=0, NO attractors, but W

4d/5d connection  can give many clues

~15 Years of Attractor Mechanism :
 what have we learned?
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Integrability: next seminar by P. Fre’
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...and where next?

Thank you!!!


